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A REPORT ABOUT WORKSHOP IN NORWAY
Everything had began in the Czech Republic when proffesor Hong, his colleague and students
came to visit our University, because there was held the first workshop. They showed us their
research and we also presented them our work. We met new people, I would call them friends,
and then, some time after that, they welcomed us in Norway.
The first thing I am going to write about Norway is the fact, that I didn't know at all
what should I expect of the whole trip because I have never been to Norway. But after
arriving there, I was very surprised - the sunny weather, a beautiful nature and very friendly
people. We had been living in the little hotel in the city of Fredrikstad, which was situated
about one hour away from Oslo. Fortunately, the hotel was located very close to the Ostfold
University College.
On Tuesday, we started getting familiar with the school which I found really
interesting. There were plenty of study rooms where students could spend their free time
studying and get ready to their following lectures. There were many schoolrooms and
laboratories, as well. However, the most interesting issue for me was the school project
"SHELL ECO MARATHON". It represented a race using ultra energy-efficient vehicles and
the students were working together on that. They created a very interesting product and at the
same time, it was a perfect example of collective work. Moreover, this is a very progressive
area which has its importance for the future too.
In the following hours, we visited the workshop where Norwegian students and our
representatives had own presentations. I brought a poster with me. It decribed my master
thesis and there was also an appendix of this article. The original poster is being kept at the
University.
On Wednesday, we made an excursion. We visited a company where special bricks
with insulation are produced. After our visit, we couldn't miss the opportunity to explore other
parts of the University, especially a research center where the incubator can be found. It is
really helpful for starting projects. During free time, we had to explore the whole city and I
must say, the city is also very interesting from the historical point of view so we admired both
historical sights and a wonderful nature.
In the end, I have to mention that it was an amazing experience for me which has
changed me and has inspired me because, now I am sure, I would love to attend some foreign
University in the future. Nevertheless, I am glad that I had an opportunity to get know new
places and meet new friends.
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